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I

first started getting into art when I was 11 or 12. I just hit the ground
running, actually drawing on a program on my DS at first. Luckily for
me, my mom is a graphic designer, so she had drawing programs
and a tablet that I could get going on as soon as I was ready. In this way,
my “come up” to art was unusual because most artists learn art traditionally,
then branch into digital art when they want to change things up or become
interested. I did the opposite; I learned art on Photoshop and did years of
digital art before I even seriously attempted traditional art. Now, I sell digital
character designs online through PayPal, and I have actually made pretty
decent money off of that. It means a ton to me that my hobby led me to a
place where I was able to make such a profit on my own at a young age,
especially given my family has had big financial troubles in the past few
years.
Art means a lot to me because it provides for me a creative outlet I
can use to explore my emotions. I can see myself experience things and
remember everything through colors, shapes, expressions and motions. If
I ever feel like I’m a failure, or that I haven’t been progressing, I can go
back and see not only how much I have improved artistically, but also how
my views have expanded as I experience new things and explore who I
am further. I’m very lucky to have a family and good friends who are very
supportive of my art and promise to help me wherever I choose to go with it.
At times, being gay has been a struggle and has presented issues I had
to get over, but it wasn’t a really big deal for me because my family and
friends have always been very supportive of me. I’m a four on the Kinsey
Scale, so usually I just refer to myself as gay, but I’m not completely gay.
“Homoflexible” if you’ll have it, though that’s awfully colloquial. Before they
knew, my parents were so open that when they would mention us dating in
the future, they would always say, “You know when you have a boyfriend,
or hey, even a girlfriend whatever...” I am very very lucky to have had this;
it definitely helped me quickly get over the idea that being gay made me
inferior.
There are a few challenges I’ve faced on behalf of my sexuality. Looking
back, I’ve always liked girls; I just didn’t consider it a possibility until like
seventh grade, so it never occurred to me. I always just “chose” boys to “like”
because I figured that’s what everyone else did. When I finally did figure out
that I actually did not find boys emotionally or physically attractive, I spent
a little bit of time just considering it. I did sort of accept it pretty quickly, but
there was definitely a part of me that was unhappy, uneasy, and in denial
about it.
I’ve never made a wide “I’m gay!” announcement to everyone I know,
and I don’t feel it’s necessary. Honestly, I believe coming out in that manner
when it isn’t relevant in a particular conversation is a bit counterproductive to
the goal of making being gay a normal thing. As a society, we just shouldn’t
assume that someone is straight upon meeting them; therefore, someone
shouldn’t have to announce that they aren’t straight when they meet someone
if it’s not relevant in the conversation. In my opinion, when we do that, it just
promotes the idea that it isn’t a normal thing. So I only “come out” to others
when it’s worked into conversation, and it seems appropriate or relevant. I
still have a few friends that probably don’t even know I’m gay because it’s
never come up. I’m totally fine with that.
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